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Artificial Intelligence (AI) increasingly powers modern automation. The promises of AI, however, depend 
on the ability of AI applications to survive a growing array of digital threats to AI. These threats include 
not just traditional digital threats applicable to all software, but also adversarial machine learning (AML) 
attacks, which exploit AI vulnerabilities to confuse systems employing machine learning techniques. This 
special issue will promote research on new and emerging digital threats to AI, including determining 
what threats exist or may soon exist, measuring exposure to threats, how to detect threats, and defense 
strategies. We expect to see contributions that are grounded both in AML and cyber security. This 
special issue especially welcomes research articles, new open access datasets, repositories, and 
benchmarks for AML research, broadening research on fake news detection and its development. 
 
Topics 
The topics of interest of this special issue include but are not limited to: 

• AML attacks 
o manipulating the training data (poisoning attacks) 
o manipulating test data (evasion attacks) 

• AML defenses 

• Identifying AML vulnerabilities in deployed AI systems 

• Measuring AI exposure to digital threats 
o quantifying AI robustness 

• Taxonomy of digital threats to AI 
o How do attacks on AI differ from traditional software? 

 
Expected contributions: 
We welcome two types of research contributions: 

• Research manuscripts reporting novel methodologies and results (up to 25 pages) 

• Benchmark, Datasets, Repositories, and Demonstration Systems that enable further research 
and facilitate research on fake news. These papers should be of interest to the adversarial 
machine learning research community (10 pages + links to such systems) 

• Field notes (up to 8 pages) reporting attack methodologies, data representations, or detection 
methods that may rely on observations or case studies. 

 
To submit to this special issue, please visit ACM Manuscript Central at 
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/dtrap and select paper type "Special Issue on Digital Threats to 
Artificial Intelligence." Details of the author guidelines for Digital Threats: Research and Practice are 
available at https://dtrap.acm.org/authors.cfm. 
 
Important Deadlines 
Initial submission: October 31, 2020 
First Review:  December 31, 2020 
Revised Manuscripts: February 15, 2021 
Publication: mid-2021 (tentative) 
 

For questions or further information, please write to DTRAP_ToAI@acm.org. 
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